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August 28, 1967 
EDITORIAL 
And Now — Farewell 
What should an editor say in a farewell? Length of 
time makes some difference. What does twenty years do 
to you, your family, and your church in a society geared 
to the Jet age? 
In 1947 the world was still staggering under the impact 
of the worst war in human history. Great areas of Europe 
were still lying waste. Vast seas of refugees were still 
dazed amid their plight. 
In 1947, travel to the California General Conference 
was largely via train. Four chartered coaches carried Con-
ference attendants from Chicago to Upland, California. 
A few crossed the country in cars and even fewer went by 
air. Thruways and • expressways were just coming in. 
Today finds us in the Jet age, the most mobile age in 
human history. Ribbons of super-highways cover from 
east to west and up into Canada. Gone are the days of 
the quiet countryside. Whether on the farm, the edge 
or center of suburbia, even to the remote areas of the world, 
movement and action are the order of the day. 
This twenty year period has witnessed a time of search-
ing among us. The Brethren in Christ Church in the U.S.A. 
and Canada seeks a course that gives priority to the Word 
and an ever increasing service ministry to the world. To 
be "in the world, but not of it"; or, present a ministry to 
the world without "being pressed into its mold," has never 
been easy. Today's complex order of things calls for a 
clear presentation of the Christian message. Both pulpit 
and magazine never faced a more opportune and needy 
day. 
The haze of a social gospel tends to increasingly 
diminish clear articulation of the Christian message. 
To have been entrusted with editorial responsibility 
during the shifting scenes of these twenty years has been 
a sacred trust. The change we make as of September 1 is 
not thought of as a greater ministry, but one that involves 
important administrative responsibilities. The task of min-
istering and sharing with the Central Conference Church-
es, working closely with pastors and congregational 
leadership, calls for wisdom and grace as only the Holy 
Spirit can give. Brethren, pi-ay for us. 
The virtually unlimited ministry of the printed page 
makes the work of editorship one of prime opportunity. 
Coming to this task is one of ability and training, the 
Rev. John E. Zercher. We lay aside the editorial pen with 
a sense of optimism and faith in the continuing and ex-
panding ministry of the printed page of the Brethren in 
Christ Church. 
To you, our gracious, casual, or critical readers, thanks 
for your many considerations. There were times when it 
was lonely here at the desk. A faith that the Lord can 
bless the imperfect and faltering has lent courage and 
strength for a continuing ministry over the years. And 
then, I remembered the thousands who each issue are 
exposed to the ministry and service of the Evangelical 
Visitor. 
And now, as editor of the Evangelical Visitor, fellow 
Christians within and without our Brotherhood—Farewell. 
J.N.H. 
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Spirit and Church 
Dr. Arthur M. Climenhaga 
A Word Concerning the Holy Spirit 
In His parting counsels the Lord Jesus Christ spoke 
freely of the Holy Spirit. This is significant in that one of 
the remarkable features of His earlier ministry was His 
comparative silence concerning the Holy Spirit. Earlier 
occasions were rare when He mentioned the Spirit and 
then always in circumstances which made the reference 
necessary—for example, the word to Nicodemus in John 
3:5. "I tell you the truth," replied Jesus, "that no one 
can enter the kingdom of God unless he is born of water 
and the Spirit." (TEV) Again speaking of the power of 
prayer and giving of the Holy Spirit in Luke 11:13, Jesus 
said, "How much more, then, the Father in Heaven will 
give the Holy Spirit to those who ask Him!" (TEV) And 
warning about the blasphemy against the Holy Spirit 
(Matt. 12:24-32) Jesus declares explicitly in verse 32, 
"Anyone who says something against the Son of Man will 
be forgiven; but whoever says something against the 
Holy Spirit will not be forgiven—now or ever. (TEV) 
But now the shadow of the Cross falls over His path and 
in the fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth chapters of 
John, Jesus speaks in the Upper Room. In a few pregnant 
sentences He gathers up all that can be said of the 
Spirit's relation to the Church, the World and God. 
Herein is to be found a summary statement of the doc-
trine of the Spirit as the Third Person of the Trinity. 
Three outstanding truths concerning the Spirit underlie 
these teachings of the Christ: 
1. The Spirit comes to take the place of Jesus Christ, 
to be to the disciples all that Christ had been and more 
than He would have become had He stayed with them. 
2. The Holy Spirit promised to the disciples is the 
self-same Spirit who dwelt in the Christ and was the 
explanation of His earthly life and ministry. 
3. The Spirit comes to dwell in the disciples as He 
dwelt in Christ in order that Jesus Christ will be repro-
duced in the disciple thus making him what Christ would 
have been had He stayed on the earth and lived where 
that disciple lives. 
A Word Concerning the Church 
Someone once spoke of history as biography "writ 
large." Presumably he meant that to write in detail of a few 
leaders in any country or group is to write in essence of 
the history of that particular country or group. This is 
particularly true of sacred history. 
The history of the early church is a composite of 
sketches in more or less detail of the lives of the early 
disciples and especially of two outstanding leaders, the 
Apostles Paul and Peter. These sketches are in the final 
analysis the recounting of the manifestation and working 
of the Holy Spirit among men during the several decades 
following the ascension of our Lord. This working of the 
Spirit among men redeemed by Jesus Christ and called 
out from a life of sin to a life of holiness is the recorded 
The writer presented this paper at the Mennonite World Con-
ference which convened in Amsterdam, Holland, July 1967. 
history of the formation of the Church. The Church then 
is the biography of its divinely-raised up, Holy Spirit filled 
and dominated disciples "writ large. 
However, the Church is more than biography or history 
alone. It is to be understood only in terms of its genesis 
as a Christian Church, a body of "called out ones." 
Historically the Church is linked with that Hebrew form, 
called in the Authorized Version of Acts 7:38, the church 
in the wilderness. The church of the Old Testament was 
the first representative of the ecclesia—the called out ones. 
It was indeed a community of the Spirit. Although mani-
fested in natural and social laws, it was nevertheless a 
supernatural organization. As such it was the first step to 
the Christian Church in that it cultivated and matured 
that faith which finally issued in the kingdom of God. It 
was the community which gave Christ to the world. 
The second step towards the Church was the forma-
tion by our Lord of the "little flock." Here we stand mid-
way between the Mosaic economy and Pentecost. This 
flock was composed of two groups—the disciples clustering 
around John the Baptist and the group gathering around 
Jesus Himself. All of these believed that Jesus was the 
Messiah and formed the group in that informal organiza-
tion who by their love for the Master and faith in His 
words were spiritually qualified to receive the gift of the 
Holy Spirit on the Day of Pentecost. These then were 
the true nucleus of the Church. 
A Word Concerning the Church and Spirit 
The day of Pentecost is so closely related to the early 
history of the church that we are inclined to speak of it 
as the birthday of the church. When we consider that the 
work of the Holy Spirit necessarily demanded an objective 
economy this is true. The day of Pentecost represented 
that new order of spiritual life on earth which, initiated 
by the advent of Christ, was now preserved by the per-
petual indwelling of the Holy Spirit. 
The Church is thus the creation of the Holy Spirit. 
It is a community of believers who owe their spiritual life 
from the first to last to the Spirit. Apart from the Holy 
Spirit there can be neither Christian nor Church. For this 
reason we declare that the Christian faith is not institu-
tional but experimental. It is not an ordained class, neither 
is it merely ordinances and sacraments. It is not a fellow-
ship of common interest in service, virtue, or culture. 
Membership is by spiritual birth alone with the roll of 
membership kept in heaven. The door to this Church is 
Jesus Christ. He knows those that are His and they know 
Him. The church membership list and the Lamb's Book 
of Life are not always identical. "No man can say, Jesus 
is Lord, but in the Holy Spirit," and confession of the 
Lordship of Jesus Christ is the primary condition of mem-
bership in His Church. How fitting in that light that this 
Congress has the theme, "The Witness of the Holy Spirit," 
as a follow on to the 1962 Congress consideration of the 
Lordship of Jesus Christ! 
The command to tarry in Jerusalem until the endue-
ment of power from on high proves that the one essential 
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equipment of the Church is the gift of the Holy Spirit. 
Nothing else will avail for the real work of the Church. 
In fact, the New Testament ideal of the Church is in-
tensely spiritual. Thus while the Church was instituted by 
Jesus Christ during His earthly ministry, it was constituted 
by the outpouring of the Holy Spirit on the Day of 
Pentecost. The Church was a Spirit-filled, Spirit-empow-
ered, Spirit-guided, Spirit-used body of Christian believers. 
It grew as the Holy Spirit was active in His operations upon 
both individuals and society in that day. 
Further, the New Testament doctrine of the Church 
is centered in its spirituality. The Apostle Paul conceived 
of the Church as a social organism in which the Holy 
Spirit prevails. He writes of the Church as the body of 
Christ (Romans 12:5; I Corinthians 12:27; Ephesians 1:23; 
4:12; Colossians 1:24; 2:19). He also calls the Church the 
bride of Christ (Ephesians 5:23,25; II Corinthians 11:2). 
And then concerning admission into the Church, he de-
clares, 'For by one Spirit are we all baptized into one 
body, whether we be Jews or Gentiles, whether we be 
bond or free; and have been all made to drink into one 
Spirit." (I Corinthians 12:13). In a grand final word the 
Apostle John reports the risen Lord as saying, "And the 
Spirit and the bride say, Come. And let him that heareth 
say, Come. And let him that is athirst come. And whoso-
ever will, let him take the water of life freely." (Revelation 
22:17). 
Again the objective of the Church's activity is spiritual 
in its emphasis. Of this spiritual objective Paul writes to 
the Christians in Ephesus and neighboring churches: 
"There is one body, and one Spirit . . . And he gave some, 
apostles; and some, prophets; and some, evangelists; and 
some, pastors and teachers; for the perfecting of the saints, 
for the work of the ministry, for the edifying of the body of 
Christ: Till we all come in the unity of the faith, and of 
the knowledge of the Son of God, unto a perfect man, 
unto the measure of the stature of the fulness of Christ." 
(Ephesians 4:4, 11-13). 
What we are really saying here is that a clear and 
decisive line can be drawn between what we might call 
"the church of authority" and the "church of the Spirit." 
As Dr. Frank Bateman Stanger puts it: 
"The church of authority" is adhered to by those who 
are primarily concerned with a dogmatic expression of 
Christianity in an institution. "The church of authority" 
is a visible Church, characterized by stability, continu-
ity, and legality. "The church of authority" proposes 
the way of conformity as the test of Christian loyalty, 
and insists upon the acceptance of the Christian re-
ligion as a governmental scheme. 
In contrast to "the church of authority" there has co-
existed with it through the years of Christian history 
another type of faith and fellowship which may be 
spoken of as "the church of the Spirit." The "church of 
the Spirit" offers a form of discipleship less easily 
defined because it is progressive, expanding, and spirit-
ual. To "the church of the Spirit," the most precious 
incidents of Christian history may not be those of 
theological or ecclesiastical transition, but those of re-
ligious revival—the testimony of saints and seers, the 
experience of holy souls, the convincing evidence of the 
life of God in the souls of men. 
"The church of the Spirit" has been described as an 
inflowing, refreshing, penetrating tide. "The church 
of the Spirit," in subordinating opinions to obedience 
and dogmatics to loyalty, makes the audacious asser-
tion that often "the church of authority," in its in-
stitutional procedure, has been tempted to take the 
wrong road; making central what was incidental, setting 
logic before life, speculation before inspiration, the 
letter before the Spirit. (Stanger, Frank Bateman, "The 
Church of the Spirit") 
Thus in our consideration of the Church and the Spirit 
we declare that for much that is undertaken by the Church 
the Holy Spirit is not needed. Religious services and or-
ganized institutions do not necessarily constitute a Chris-
tian Church and such may flourish without the activity of 
the Holy Spirit in their midst. Therefore we are con-
strained to reverse the order of the Church and Spirit. 
A Word Concerning Spirit and Church 
In the course of this presentation, we should now see 
where we are moving. First we stated in brief our defini-
tion of the Holy Spirit. Then we did the same for the 
Church. In the wording of the third consideration, we 
deliberately stated it "Church and Spirit." And just as de-
liberately now we state it "Spirit and Church." For we 
have come to the point of asking ourselves what happens 
in the life of that Church when the Spirit is in it and 
works in it. 
First of all, the Church will be a Spirit-controlled 
Church, The work of the Spirit in the Church is set forth 
in the promises of Jesus on the threshold of His ascension 
and demonstrated in the Acts of the Apostles and am-
plified in selected sections of the New Testament letters. 
The Gospels record "all that Jesus began to do and to 
teach, until the day in which He was received up," and 
the Acts of the Apostles tell of all that He continued 
to do and to teach after the day in which He was re-
ceived up. This He did through the Holy Spirit who is the 
active, administrative Agent of the glorified Son. The 
Holy Spirit is the Paraclete, the Deputy, the Representa-
tive, the Vicar of the Ascended Christ. His mission on 
which He was sent by the Father and Son is to glorify 
Christ by perpetuating His character, establishing His 
Kingdom and accomplishing His redeeming purpose in the 
world. Since the Church is the Body of Christ, and the 
Spirit is the Spirit of Christ, He—the Holy Spirit—fills the 
Body, directs its movements, controls its members, inspires 
its wisdom, supplies its strength. The Spirit guides it into 
the truth, sanctifies its agents and empowers, calls, dis-
tributes, controls, guides, inspires, strengthens them for 
witness. Thus the work of the Church is to "minister in 
the Spirit," to speak His message, and transmit His power. 
The Spirit has never abdicated His authority nor will 
He relegate His power. There is no place for any other 
than Holy Spirit supremacy in the Church of Christ— 
neither Pope, nor Council, nor Congress, nor Conference, 
nor any type of church administrator should ever be 
supreme. The Church that is man-managed instead of 
Spirit-governed is doomed to spiritual failure. A ministry 
that is theologically trained but not Spirit-filled works no 
miracles. The Church that multiplies committees but neg-
lects the life of the Spirit may be noisy and enterprising 
or quiet and subdued but it labors in vain and spends 
its strength for nothing. It is possible to excel in mechanics 
and fail in dynamic. There is a superabundance of machin-
ery; what is wanting is power. And thus while man can 
supply the energy, enterprise, and enthusiasm for human 
organization, the real work of a church depends upon 
the power of the Spirit. 
The presence of the Spirit is vital and central to the 
work, the staffing, the financing, the witnessing of the 
Church. The Church is called to be a "spiritual house" 
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and a "holy priesthood." Only spiritual people can be 
its "living stones"; only the Spirit-filled its priests. Scholar-
ship is blind to spiritual truth until the Spirit reveals. 
Worship is idolatry till the Spirit inspires. Preaching is 
powerless if it is not a demonstration of the Spirit's power. 
Prayer is vain unless the Spirit energizes. Human re-
sources for reform and philanthropy, for vitally necessary 
social concern, for effort in human relations can fail 
devastatingly if there be no Holy Spirit in them. The 
Church always fails at the point of self-confidence. 
The root-trouble of the present distress is that the 
Church has more faith in the world and her own personal 
efforts. Things will become no better till we get back to the 
Spirit's realized presence and power. 
(To be continued) 
The World Conference 
The Eighth Mennonite World Conference, and the visit 
to Amsterdam, The Netherlands, is now history for thou-
sands of people. Many papers have been read in four 
languages. Much dialogue has been shared on vital issues 
around the general theme "The Witness of the Holy Spirit." 
In a World Conference, involving more than 30 nations, 
it is natural not to expect full agreement on every idea 
and that certain tensions could be sensed. Testimony is 
given by many to receiving new insights and a new 
appreciation for our people of other cultures, also a new 
prayer concern for our brethren and sisters in other parts 
of the world. These concerns are brought together in the 
official Conference message. 
To share in a communion service with people from 
around the world, was a great privilege. 
I describe it briefly-
Following the regular 9:00 prayer groups, we met in 
the Zuidhal at 9:30, Saturday morning. The welcome was 
given by the President of the Dutch Mennonite Church 
in four languages, then we sang in four languages the 
following hymn: 
1. Come, Holy Ghost, our souls inspire, 
And lighten with celestial fire; 
Thou the anointing Spirit art, 
Who dost Thy sev'nfold gift impart. 
2. Thy blessed unction from above 
Is comfort, life, and fire of love. 
Enable with perpetual light 
The dullness of our blinded sight. 
Prayer was given by 3 brethren from Germany, Switzer-
land and The Netherlands, preparing our hearts for the 
reading of I Cor. 11:17-28. 
Dr. J. C. Wenger from Goshen presented the sermon. 
Briefly but beautifully, he set forth the significance of this 
very important service. 
The communion proper was conducted beautifully and 
simply, using a form much like our generally accepted 
form. Immediately following the cup, all shared in praying 
the Lord's Prayer. Then a peak of inspiration was ex-
perienced as we all sang— 
In Christ there is no East or West, 
In Him no South or North, 
But one great fellowship of love 
Throughout the whole wide earth. 
In Christ now meet both East and West, 
In Him meet South and North. 
All Christly souls are one in Him, 
Throughout the whole wide earth. 
This presents something of the enveloping atmosphere 
of fellowship of this Conference. We believe the Holy 
Spirit will sovereignly lead this portion of His church 
toward the new horizons acquired during these days to-
gether, and will bring to the Mennonites of the world, 
a new dimension of Holy Spirit cleansing and empower-
ment for service in our world. 
The Dutch Mennonite Church, as our hosts, spared 
nothing for our comfort and enrichment. They were truly 
gracious! 
The RAI Congrescentrum is one of the finest and most 
adequate in the world. 
I am indebted to God and to the Church for the 
privilege of representing our Conference in this world 
assembly. We pray that the exposure to two World Con-
gresses in nine months' time, will prepare us to be better 
stewards of our administrative assignments and spiritual 
entrustment. 
Henry A. Ginder 
Denominational Delegate to 
Eighth Mennonite World Conference 
Divine Compensations 
B. E. Thuma 
"The Lord is able to give thee much more than this." 
II Chron. 25:9b 
Of Amaziah, king of Judah, it is said, "He did that 
which was right in the sight of the Lord, but not with 
a perfect heart." He began his reign well but soon turned 
to idolatry. 
We note an experience which came soon after he 
became king. He was evidently a man who was devoured 
by ambition and vain glory. Coveting the land of the 
Edomites he raised an army from Judah, hired one hundred 
thousand mercenary soldiers from Israel for one hundred 
talents of silver and prepared to attack the enemy. 
At this time the prophet of God appeared and issued 
a sharp warning. He declared that if Amaziah took the 
army of Israel with him he would be defeated. It was 
God's disapproval of union with the enemies of truth. So 
today, duty and worldly profits or pleasures may stand 
in each other's way. Now comes the struggle, "But what 
shall we do for the hundred talents which I have given 
to the army of Israel?" said King Amaziah. The command 
of God had touched his pocket nerve and it had sent a 
sensitive shock through his whole being. On one side there 
was fear of God's displeasure, on the other hand the one 
hundred talents of silver weighed down his purpose. How 
could he submit to the loss of so large a sum? 
The reward of obedience is suggested in the unanswer-
able reply. "The Lord is able to give thee much more than 
this." There is no promise of a restoration of the exact 
amount. But here is a classic example to illustrate divine 
compensation for human obedience. 
God is able and ready to remunerate fidelity and faith-
fulness. We need to bring God into our business, our 
pleasures, our social contacts and all our interests. When 
a man makes a sacrifice or suffers loss for the sake of con-
science, God has ways of compensating and rewarding 
him. 
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a Will Christianity Be Eclipsed 
. . . in India?" 
INDIA AT THE CROSSROADS 
—is Christianity's opportunity. 
Mrs. Mann's thoughtful and still very readable presentation 
of India's ideological crisis ends with a plea that all of us 
should take to heart. Allen Buckwalter's article provides a 
concrete yet symbolic demonstration of India's dilemma. 
These interpretive articles deserve more than passing 
attention. They are background for intelligent, passionate, 
and prayerful support of Christian missions in India. 
Page Editor 
Tonight we saw the eclipse of the full moon so visible 
to us in Madhipura, Bihar, INDIA. To celebrate this 
auspicious occasion, the Hindus went to the Ganges River 
for ceremonial bathing by the thousands. 
India as never before is facing a tremendous number 
of problems. On the eve of the recent election S. Rama-
krishman wrote in Bhavan's Journal, Feb. 12; 
"All segments of our life are in utter disarray. Our 
motherland is in shambles—politically, economically, 
militarily, educationally, socially, culturally and in 
other respects which matter most to a nation. The 
quality and temper of our public life have coarsened 
to a very dangerous degree. Sense of purpose and 
determination and zeal to work have been given the 
go by. Administrative and intellectual sloth reign 
supreme. Ethical and spiritual values stand de-
valued. Self before service and region before nation 
have become the bane of our public and political 
life." 
The Union Planning Minister bemoaned, "We are 
gambling with our destiny . . . If things remain as they 
are today for another 5 years, India cannot survive 
As a result of recent elections, new state governments 
are getting organized, a new attempt is being made every-
where to tackle the problems at hand. No stone is left 
unturned but in many respects one feels the fatalistic 
outlook: what will be, will be. Whether it comes about 
miraculously, through a new incarnation of Vishnu, the 
preserver, or by good organization and planning—in the 
The RED FORT — reminder of a glorious past. 
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Goddess of Durga Puja—out of the 
multitude of India's false deities. 
final analysis, most people we contact feel it is not a per-
sonal responsibility, at least not theirs. 
India is passing through a season of changes—evidences 
show the present trend may be more rapid than those 
India has often experienced, for India's culture is old and 
stable, nowhere else in the world has a culture endured 
so long and held so many people together so well. This 
calls for a closer look in order to try to understand India: 
why has India been able to withstand so much when other 
civilizations crumbled long since? 
Her religion is certainly a big contributing factor, for 
Hinduism has the unique feature of evolving with the 
culture. How can we define Hinduism? Govinda Das, a 
Hindu writer says this about it in his book Hinduism: 
"No definition is possible, for the very good reason 
that Hinduism is absolutely indefinite. It is really 
an anthropological process to which, by a strange 
irony of fate, the name of religion has been given. It 
rejects nothing. It is all-comprehensive, all-absorb-
ing, all-tolerant, all-complacent, all-compliant. Every 
type of mind can derive nourishment from it. It has 
its spiritual and its material, its esoteric and exoteric, 
its subjective and objective, its rational and irra-
tional, its pure and impure aspects. It may be com-
pared to a huge irregular multilateral figure. One 
side for the practical, another for the severely moral, 
another for the devotional and the imaginative, 
another for the supremely ascetic, another for the 
sensuous and the sensual—even to the downright 
carnal—and another for the philosopher and the 
speculative." 
In Hinduism, the caste system is the internal police 
force—a stabilizing factor on the one hand; on the other 
hand, the force which defies progress and causes society 
to remain static. 
The All-India Colloquium on Ethical and Spiritual 
Values as the Basis of National Integration was held in 
Bombay Dec. 30, 1966 to Jan, 2, 1967 with nearly 300 
persons from all parts of India participating. The inaugural 
address given by Dr. P. V. Cherian, Governor of Ma-
harastra was entitled, "Something Seems to Have Broken 
Within Us." In the welcoming address given by the host, 
K. M. Munshi, he spoke on "Ethical and Spiritual Values 
as the Basis of National Integration." Another topic was 
"Can Secularism Promote Unity?" by Prof. M. Ruthnas-
wamy. He stated that religion holds people together while 
secularism is divisive, religion is constructive while secu-
larism erodes, religion inspires while secularism dissolves, 
religion unites the people while secularism makes people 
to look at one another with doubt if not suspicion. He 
continued by saying that nowhere in the Constitution of 
India is the word secular to be found. The kind of State 
and Government that the Constitution provides for is 
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stated in the preamble to the Constitution which says, 
"The people of India have resolved to constitute India 
into a sovereign democratic republic." Thus, he holds, 
religion is given a place in the political life, religious free-
dom and toleration is in keeping with Indian tradition 
and history. He concluded by saying that India is not a 
secular state but a free state. The entire Colloquium had 
similar topics studied from all angles by the greatest minds 
in India. 
What does this tell us? In the 20 years of independence 
and freedom, India no longer has Gandhi or Nehru's 
guiding hand. It is still the world's biggest democratic 
experiment, affecting the destiny of one-fifth of the human 
race—500 million with adult suffrage, estimated to be some 
250 million voters. This outstrips the total population of 
USSR, outnumbers the total population of USA and 
represents half the population of the whole of Europe! 
What happens in India is of worldwide importance! 
India is searching for answers to its problems. History 
tells us that moral decay is deadlier than economic prob-
lems. There is a call to return to ethical and spiritual 
values—What values will these be? The "silent revolu-
tion" is how one headline summarized the election results 
in India. 
Images and souvenirs to recall the ancient splendors. 
Dr. Akbar Haqq told large audiences at Hyderabad and 
Secunderabad, India, last February. "The day of miracles 
is not over; in fact, miracles are on the increase." Dr. Haqq 
and three friends, while visiting Cape Comorin near 
the famous spot where Vivekananda* meditated, looked 
across the mainland and to all of India and deliberately 
committed their Motherland to Christ. Dr. Haqq for one, 
has a deep conviction that the next 20 years will see a 
mighty turning to Christ throughout India. 
* Vivekananda, a follower of Ramakrishna, represented 
Hinduism at the Chicago World's Fair of 1893 and founded 
the Vedanta Society in America. 
With the changes that have occurred as a result of the 
recent elections, there is a re-emphasis and resurgence of 
nationalism, especially language and religion. This na-
tionalism is being used by many of India's present leaders 
in combatting and solving their problems—look at India's 
grand and glorious past, they say; there must be a return 
to moral and ethical standards . . . This provides Chris-
tianity with a unique opportunity. Will the church use its 
opportunities? Will you pray for the church in India, do 
you care enough to give of your time, interest and support 
in these last days, or will Christianity be eclipsed? 
Anna ]e)an Mann, Madhipura Mission 
Our India today 
"Which Way Shall I Take?" 
ROUSED from reverie by the unmistakable sound of a 
band approaching, I went to the gate to see and to share 
in the excitement. A wedding? A parade? 
Leading the colorful procession was a car, of uncertain 
vintage, with the Bride and Groom sitting in the back 
seat. They were trying hard to do the proper thing. But 
were they to go eastern or western? Their perplexity was 
obvious. Should she demurely and severely cover her 
face? But how then could she savour to the full the 
drama of the moment—the most exciting moment of her 
life? She must see! And so she enacted a cultural com-
promise. One minute she was relaxed with head down 
and face strictly covered. The next minute she was sitting 
bolt upright, excitedly taking in the panorama unfolding 
around her. But soon she was overwhelmed with em-
barrassment and slumped to the shelter of her veil. But 
the pressure of excitement again overcame the constraint 
of reserve, and the veil was cast aside. 
Immediately behind her was a motley crowd of rela-
tives and well-wishers. Then came the band—noisy, rhythm-
ic and tuneless. Bringing up the rear was a bus—ancient, 
uncertain, held together by a wish and a prayer—many 
prayers. Two or three wide-eyed faces peered from every 
window. Excitement filled the air—noise, color, drama, 
all were there for a moment, and then the procession 
passed out of sight around the corner. A warm glow seemed 
to linger around my heart—a wedding, around the corner. 
I drew a long, deep breath, and left it out slowly with 
just the trace of a sigh, and returned to the solitude of 
my living room. 
A cultural compromise, the drama which is India-
caught up between the east and the west—struggling with 
backwardness of millenniums and ageless problems—the 
most primitive methods working hand in hand with the 
most modern technology. This is our India of to-day. And 
to this India we bring a message of hope—the everlasting 
and unchanging gospel—using the most modern means of 
reaching the widest number of people in the shortest 
possible time—Christian Radio. 
Allen Buckwalter, our FEBC representative 
In contrast with Allen Buckwalter's bridal procession by car on 
the streets of Bangalore (we suppose), are these pictures of a 
moving or "flitting" in the rural area where the Manns work. 
Left: on the ox, the "linens" fust; then the bed with clothes, pots 
and pans tied to it. Right: a horse, with more clothes and "linens" 
and a child on top of everything. "Moving van" in the background. 
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Never the Same Again 
Paul Hostetler 
CHRISTIAN E 
Youth - Sunday St 
For some months I have had an article from FAITH 
AT WORK magazine on my desk. Written by Walden 
Howard, it tells of youth teams fielded by the Mennonite 
Church in successive years from 1962 to 1965. The article 
is rather long but an attempt has been made to select 
enough strategic excerpts to paint a clear picture for the 
readers of this page. 
"They came to the church for five days, looking young 
and inexperienced. Three boys and two girls, their ages 
ranging a year or two above and below twenty, talked 
about life in Christ—how hard it is as well as how much fun. 
They challenged other young people to try an experiment, 
then went on their way. But the church they left behind 
will never be quite the same again." 
They were the LIFE Team who made themselves avail-
able to Mennonite churches all across the continent. They 
brought a freedom and spontaneity that does not come 
readily to many Christians of their tradition. 
According to Eugene Herr, the denomination's Secre-
tary of Youth Work, this ministry is hard to define. "The 
whole thing was almost absurdly simple. It was a group 
of people who found a new quality of life in Christ and 
shared it with each other and with the congregations where 
they went in a natural way." 
Gene had been working for four years with the 18,000 
young people of his church, praying, thinking, brainstorm-
ing new ideas and trying new programs. He began to 
wonder what a group of spiritually alive persons could do 
travelling from church to church and relating to the lay-
men in an informal way—opening their lives honestly to 
full view and telling what it meant to live by God's 
guidance. 
They decided to use the name, "LIFE Team," rather 
than evangelistic team because "the gospel is not boring 
and God wants to give young people what they want most 
—life with a capital L." 
From Don James of the Pittsburgh Experiment came 
the idea of presenting Christianity as an experiment— 
"something to jump into and get your feet wet, and give 
it a try in concrete, specific ways." 
Three fellows and two girls with at least a year of 
college behind them were asked to give a year of their 
time to the adventure for only ten dollars a month beyond 
their living expenses. At the August, 1962, convention of 
Mennonite Youth, the first team was commissioned and be-
gan its travels. 
A simple strategy developed. The young people arrived 
on Friday to make their first contacts in a new church, 
in an informal activity with the young people they had 
come to help, like volleyball or a party, so that they could 
know one another. Saturday night they staged a formal 
dinner at which they shared their witness as to how Christ 
was working with them in everyday life. Sunday morning 
they attended church school and gave a witness or two 
in the worship service, and in the evening they all spoke to 
the congregation. 
Monday night they met with the adult leaders of the 
youth program, outlining a thirty-day experiment, com-
bining individual disciplines and small group meetings, 
to which they challenged the teen-agers Tuesday night. 
And on the last night, Wednesday, they ate supper for 
the last time with the youth group, held a commitment 
service, and the next day went on to their next assignment. 
The team members were housed in a strategic way. 
One boy stayed with a boy who was in the local "in group" 
spiritually, and one with a boy who was in the "in group" 
socially. The girls duplicated this pattern, and the other 
boy stayed with the pastor or youth sponsor. This gave 
the team insights and brought results. 
The thirty-day experiment centered around topics for 
each of the four weeks which demanded personal disci-
pline and discussion in the group meeting. During the 
first week each young person had to discover by conversa-
tion with a friend what was his purpose in life. The second 
week required each teen-ager to write his own spiritual 
autobiography, and then share it with the group. This 
helped young people to "meet" for the first time. 
Daily disciplines of prayer and seeking God's guidance, 
and of sharing one's faith with others, rounded out the 
experiment. Then, after a month the LIFE Team returned 
for a second visit, from Wednesday through Sunday. These 
were exciting times of sharing and reporting! 
Gene sees seven results that have come out of these 
three years of "blood, sweat, and tears," from which other 
Christians, concerned for the Church's renewal, can draw 
encouragement. 
1. The churches and the team members themselves ex-
perienced a new style of life. Naturalness and happiness 
blended with total commitment to Christ. But it wasn't 
easy for the team members. Vel Gingrich recalls her 
year. "What has happened? It seems as if we ventured 
through a jungle together. The grass was tall on both sides. 
At times it covered our faces. At times it even covered 
Christ's face. Sometimes I wanted to turn and run, yet 
I continued on. Why? Sometimes even now I find myself 
praying, 'Father, lead me through more jungles.'" 
2. The team and the churches caught a new glimpse of 
what God is like. They found that most church teens 
thought of God "as an angry man upstairs who wants 
absolute perfection, and the main thing wrong with us is 
that we don't read our Bible enough or witness enough." 
It was wonderful to discover that Christianity is exciting 
because Christ is an exciting person! 
3. The team and the churches learned that Christian 
living must be lived in fellowship with others. The audi-
ences caught the fact that team members were frank about 
their problems and were learning to be open and honest 
with each other. This is something most believers have 
never learned to do. 
4. Some churches have begun to reproduce the team 
idea in sharing their witness with other churches. One 
church in Ohio has sent teams to six other churches, start-
ing them on thirty-day experiments. 
5. The church at large is discovering new ways of 
renewing and communicating its faith. The traditional re-
vival meetings are being supplemented by lay witness 
teams, and other forms will no doubt be developed as 
people are free to experiment. 
6. Some ministers have gained a new concept of preach-
ing the gospel. They learned to "speak from experience 
(Continued on page ten) 
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N EDUCATION 
iday School - Home 
What Every Wife Should Know 
Ray C. Stedman 
As we consider this subject, we should turn to the 
Book of I Peter, chapter 3. Here we have the insight that 
the married apostle, Peter, gives us, inspired and illumin-
ated by the Holy Spirit. Peter introduces two main themes: 
duty and beauty—the duty of a wife and the beauty of a 
woman. 
He begins with the duty of a wife, "Likewise you 
wives, be submissive to your husbands, so that some, 
though they do not obey the Word, may be won without 
a word by the behaviour of their wives, when they see 
your reverent and chaste behaviour" (I Peter 3:1,3, Re-
vised Standard Version). 
Now ladies, no matter how often you read this passage, 
it always comes out the same. You find it focuses in the 
one phrase, "be submissive to your own husbands." The 
King James Version says, "be in subjection"; the Phillips 
Version renders it, "adapt yourselves to your husbands"; 
the New English Bible says, "accept the authority of your 
husbands." All of them are interpreting one word in Greek 
which literally means "to stand under," to take a position 
under the leadership of your husbands. This does not 
mean a tyrant-slave relationship (Scripture clearly indi-
cates otherwise), but it does mean that the wife is to 
willingly (not reluctantly) abide by the husband's final 
decisions in matters concerning the family and the home. 
There are three important matters that Peter suggests 
about a woman's submission. The first is that this sub-
missiveness is necessary in order that the man might be a 
man. The first responsibility of a husband in marriage is 
to exercise intelligent leadership. And there cannot be two 
leaders. As someone has pointed out, "When two people 
are on a horse, one has to sit behind!" So in marriage, one 
must follow. By virtue of the provision God has built into 
male nature, man must be that leader. Neither partner 
can be wholly dominant in marriage, for in the blending 
of two lives there is fashioned one new life. 
No leader can go farther than his followers permit him. 
If he gets too far out in front he is no longer a leader, 
he is isolated. It is the followers who make leadership pos-
sible. Therefore, it is only as the wife is willing to perm't, 
and even to encourage her husband to lead, that he is able 
to fulfill his manhood. 
Men have differing degrees of ability to do this. Some 
lead easily and well. With such, a wife finds she can relax 
and enjoy herself. Other men are timid and uncertain in 
their leadership. With that kind, the wife must hold back 
and encourage whatever leadership she finds in her hus-
band. Some men are bold and presumptive, even dogmatic, 
in their leadership. The wife should not try to displace 
it or to assume it herself, for among the things a woman 
loves in a man is simply the fact that he is a man. She loves 
his manliness. Part of the essential element of that man-
hood is leadership. Therefore, if a wife destroys her hus-
band's leadership, she destroys something of his manhood 
and thereby diminishes her own love for him. This is one 
of the reasons back of the Apostle Peter's practical, forth-
right counsel. 
This subjection is also necessary in order for the woman 
to be a woman. If the husband is to be a man, and it 
requires a wife's subjection to make it possible, then it 
also takes this for a wife to be a woman. No wife is ever 
really content in the role of a man. The claim that women 
should be free to do everything that men do is a total 
misunderstanding of the relationship of man to woman and 
woman to man. 
The third reason why a wife should be subject to her 
husband concerns the thorny issue of how this is to be 
done. Women, quite properly, ask, "What if my husband 
isn't right? I differ with him. How much should I be 
subject to him?" These are very practical matters. 
The answer of Scripture is contained in one word— 
the very first word in this passage, "likewise." The word 
indicates that an example has already been given and that 
women are to conform to the example in their subjection. 
It is the example of Jesus Christ in His subjection to the 
circumstances in which the Father had placed Him. It 
is described in I Peter, chapter two, verses twenty to 
twenty-three. 
As Paul set before husbands the example of Christ, 
"Husbands, love your wives, even as Christ loved the 
church," so Peter sets before wives the same standard. 
Wives are to submit to their husbands as Christ submitted 
to the Father in accepting the circumstances in which the 
Father had placed Him. He did not quarrel with His 
circumstances. He took them as from the Father's hand. 
"He endured them," as we read in Hebrews, "who for the 
joy that was set before Him endured the cross, despising 
the shame." He accepted them with joy because of what 
was involved. 
So with the Christian wife. Paul puts it in the same way, 
"Wives, be subject to your husbands as unto the Lord." It 
means that the Lord in His sovereignty is pleased when the 
wife is subject to her husband. The wife's submission to 
her husband is a kind of gauge or measure of the degree 
to which she is submitted to Christ. 
In practice this means the wife is to agree to the place 
where he chooses to live, the friends he picks; all these 
are part of her commitment in marriage when she marries 
that particular man. It does not mean that she cannot have 
her own friends, but it does mean that she does not 
exclude her husband's friends from her life. 
Using the example of Christ, it is clearly evident there 
is to be no moral departure on the wife's part from that 
which would offend her conscience. No husband has the 
right to ask his wife to disobey her conscience. The Lord 
Jesus Christ wrestled His conscience in His submission to 
the circumstances the Father had placed Him in. He never 
lowered His moral standards though it meant that there 
were many things which He did not Himself enjoy. But He 
put up with them because they were the Father's choice 
for Him. 
At this point Peter hints at a false concept of submission 
in the phrase, "without a word." In this case we have a 
situation where women are married to non-Christian hus-
bands. Perhaps both were non-Christian when they got 
married. But the wife has since received Christ and now 
he does not see eye to eye with her in spiritual matters. 
"Wives," he says, "are to be submissive to such husbands, 
so that some, though they do not obey the Word (the 
Word of God), may be won (to Christ) without a word 
(Continued on page twelve) 
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Itinerary of Henry N. Hostetter 
Africa, India, Japan — Aug. IS to Nov.12. 
Contact points 
August 16-Sept. 27 AFRICA-Rhodesia and Zambia 
c/o Rev. Ira Stern 
P. O. Box 223 
Bulawayo, Rhodesia, Africa 
Sept. 28-October 22 INDIA-Bangalore, Delhi, and plains, Calcutta 
MCC 
c/o Rev. Harvey Sider 
P. O. Banmankhi, N. E. R lwy 
District Purnea 
Bihar, India 
Oct. 26-Nov. 5 JAPAN 
c/o Rev. John W. Graybill 
Nov. 6—Arrive San Francisco 
Nov. 7—Arrive Ontario 
Nov. 9—Arrive Albuquerque 
Nov. 11—Arrive Chicago 
Nov. 13—Arrive Harrisburg, 1:26 p.m. 
In sending mail, send it ahead of his schedule rather than 
behind. The dates given are actual dates of arriving and 
leaving—not dates for mailing letters. BCM Office. 
IN CASE YOU ARE WONDERING . . . . 
The easiest way to say it is: we are three months behind 
on the 1967 budget for Brethren in Christ missions. 
Brethren in Christ Missions 
Box 149, Elizabethtown, Pa. 17022 
NEVER THE SAME—Continued from page eight 
and to make 'the word become flesh' with living illustra-
tions taken from their own lives that week." 
7. But the biggest result of the team activities was the 
development of key lay leadership in the churches. Most 
of the team members will themselves become strong lead-
ers. Some plan to enter the ministry. 
Just what were the basics of the team ministry? Gene 
feels there are three: relating, commuricating, and disci-
pling. 
Relating involved "laying down your l'fe alongside 
somebody else" and winning the right to be heard by 
long hours of just listening. 
Communicating meant talking hone;tly about conflicts 
and relationships. Marion Kauffman reported, "I found 
out that in myself I couldn't care for people. Only Jesus 
could fill my emptiness and love them through me." 
Discipling. On the second visits team members in-
structed young people to "continue in the faith" and 
worked with them in removing impediments. They were 
involved in the exciting activity of bringing changes into 
the lives of youth and others through the power and grace 
of God—and no other excitement in all the world equals 
this! 
And so, one life touched and changed another as in 
freedom and spontaneity God gave His chance to release 
the fearful and guilty and empower them with His love. If 
you were to visit the churches which tried the experiment 
today, again and again you would encounter the expression, 
"We will never be the same again." 
To Bring Back the King 
Why are ye the last to bring the king back? So they sent 
this word . . . Return thou . . . So the king returned. 
Rev. 22:7,20. 
"Behold, I come quickly." Oh, hasten Thy coming, 
And fly on the 'tempest and ride on the cloud; 
Around us the rage of the storm is increasing, 
The menacing roar of the billows is loud; 
The earth holds no refuge, the world has no helper, 
And men's hearts are anxious and failing with fear; 
Repeat the assurance that fills with comfort 
When death and despair and destruction are near. 
"Behold, I come quickly." So come, we beseech Thee; 
But what are we doing to hasten the day 
When earth shall be filled with the light of Thy glory, 
To bring back the King from the land far away? 
Are we sowing the seed on the field and the wayside? 
Or reaping the harvests long waiting and white? 
Are we keeping our lamps filled and shining and burning, 
And holding them high in the darkness of night? 
"Behold, I come quickly." So come, we entreat Thee; 
But how are we helping to answer our prayer? 
Do we gather the stumblingblocks out of the highway, 
And make smooth the path for the feet that walk there? 
Are we doing Thy will? Are we giving Thy message 
To souls Thou hast loved and redeemed on the cross? 
Do we show forth Thy grace to the sad world around us? 
Thy patience in trial, Thy comfort in loss? 
We watch for the signs and we love Thine appearing, 
We long for the peace that Thy kingdom will bring. 
But what are we doing to hasten Thy coming? 
And how are we helping to bring back the King? 
Annie Johnson Flint 
Copyright. Reproduced by permission. 
Evangelical Publishers, Toronto, Canada. 
A 
NEEDED more of everything 
MORE of Prayer, Personnel (at home and abroad), 
Funds. More Bible Schools, more pastors, more literacy 
training in school or out, more teachers, buildings, churches, 
literature, colporteurs, national writers, bookstore personnel, 
hospitals, doctors, nurses, radio, follow-up . . . . 
Yours for Bringing Back the King, 
Brethren in Christ Missions 
Box 149, Elizabethtown, Pa. 17022 
By air, August 18, from New York—goal, Zambia—Curtis and 
Violet Nissly, Cheryl Ann and Curtis Eugene. For Curtis, this 
is a return to Africa, as he was there for a two-year term as a I-W. 
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At Navajo Mission — In Its 
Twentieth Year 
After the closing of school we enjoyed the spiritual 
blessings of another 10-day Camp Meeting. Rev. Peter 
Burbank, Navajo missionary from the Mennonite Mission 
at Blue Gap, Arizona, served as evangelist. The content 
and depth of his ministry was well received by audiences 
that increased in size throughout the ten-day period. 
Through these days of growing in His Word, community 
outreach has been awakened and Christians have been led 
into deepened responsibilities of discipleship. 
The 20th anniversary year of the Mission was high-
lighted with the laying of the cornerstone of the new 
Chapel on June 10. Over 100 people witnessed this in-
formal—but impressive ceremony, which was a part of the 
Saturday afternoon Camp Meeting program. 
Building of the Chapel has progressed as scheduled. 
At conference time the blocks were completed to the 
square. During the week of July 17, Paul Switzer, Pat 
Eyster, Rev. Virgil Books and G. L. Bushnell of Albu-
querque helped with the trusses and decking. 
Truly we are thankful for the money received at Gen-
eral Conference from the Women's Missionary Prayer 
Circle ($11,183.92) and the Junior Prayer Band ($1,808.16) 
toward the building and furnishing of the Chapel. 
The mission life has been stimulated and broadened by 
new personnel. Sophia Reynolds, a member of the Valley 
View Brethren in Christ Church, Roanoke, Virginia, joined 
the medical staff in May. The summer service workers 
from various churches have participated in the many 
activities of our summer program. Mr. and Mrs. Bobby 
Craghead from the Adney Gap, Virginia congregation will 
be joining us in August. Mrs. Craghead (nee Shirley 
Schillen) will be teaching in the mission school. Eunice 
Hoover from the Bethel congregation, Abilene, Kansas, will 
be teaching Beginners, replacing Janet Oberholtzer who 
taught for six years. 
May the Lord continue to give wisdom to the Building 
Committee as the work progresses, that these funds will be 
used to the best advantage—that this work among the 
Navajos may bear fruit in eternity. 
The many visitors who have stopped by not only had 
their vision of the work broadened, but also stimulated 
the Staff by manifesting their interest and backing of the 
program. —Samuel Minter 
An Evaluation 
After twenty years the work among the Navajos might 
be summarized in these several brief statements: 
. . . The gospel has been proclaimed and brought fruit 
in the lives of Navajo Christians. 
. . . Over and above the general economic and social 
advancement of the Navajo people, Navajo Christians have 
been experiencing new dimensions in family life and in-
dividual peace. 
. . . The Mission has developed a partnership with the 
Navajos whereby it can serve a large community with a 
good degree of acceptance. 
. . . Physical facilities have been developed to give 
modern medical care without regard to race, creed, or 
station in life. 
. . . The elementary school program provides inroads 
into the families that have long-term, far reaching im-
plications. 
. . . In drawing staff from over 35 congregations during 
this score of years, the Mission has become a vital part of 
• \ :.-". ' i\ ,. ' -
The cornerstone, laid in an informal but impressive ceremony 
while intrigued Navajo children took their turns at feeling its 
surface and tracing the words with their fingers. Documents placed 
by Samuel Minter, superintendent; stone laid by Abner Wolgemuth, 
mason, and Harry Larringo, a member of building committee; 
stone, a gift from Rev. Charles Norman, pastor of the Rosebank 
(Ks.) Brethren in Christ Church. 
the witness and mission of hundreds of people who believe 
that God has given us a ministry to the Navajos. 
. . . Christian nurture and spiritual exercise have 
produced growing responsible brethren and sisters in the 
Lord from among the Navajo people. 
- B C M Office 
Navajo Mission 
STATEMENT OF INCOME 
Second Quarter - 1967 
INCOME - General 
Medical - In Patient 
Medical - Out Patient 








Donated Supplies and Equipment 1,378.! 
State Grants - Food Commodities 
Tuition 
Board Allowances (Staff) 













TOTAL RECEIPTS 19,588.71 
GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES 
Staff Allowances 
Special - Staff Services 






School Supplies etc. 




Office (inc. Nav. News) 























Payment on Loans 
Buildings and Equipment Capitalized 4,834.86 
TOTAL EXPENSES 19,789.53 
NET LOSS .200.82 
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Several years ago (1964) "Today's Yesterday" traced 
the Jesse Engle missionary party from their farewell in 
America to their arrival in South Africa. The articles pre-
sented in that series were excerpts from H. Frances David-
son's splendid book, SOUTH AND SOUTH CENTRAL 
AFRICA: A RECORD OF FIFTEEN YEARS' MISSION-
ARY LABORS AMONG PRIMITIVE PEOPLES (Elgin, 
111.: Brethren Publishing House, 1915). With the present 
column, we begin a new series on the founding of Matopo 
Mission by the Jesse Engle party, as that story is told by 
Miss Davidson.—Feature Editor 
The Founding of Matopo Mission 
Part I — SELECTING THE MISSION AREA 
. . . Ere the party left the steamer, the consensus of opinion 
seemed to be that Rhodesia, or the part of it known as 
Matabeleland, was the Lord's place for them to begin 
aggressive missionary work. This was fuither confirmed 
when it was learned that the Cape to Cairo Railroad had 
just been completed as far as Bulawayo, the chief town of 
Matabeleland. 
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis, together with other Christian 
people whom we met at Cape Town, thought Matabele-
land, the chosen field, was a good one, especially the 
Matopo Hills, as there were no missionaries in that locality. 
The late Cecil Rhodes, who was still powerful in Rhodesia, 
was at the time living on his estate, Groot Schuur near 
Cape Town, and Bishop Engle was advised to go to him 
and endeavor to obtain from him a tract of land for a 
mission site. This was another special season of looking 
to the Lord on the part of the little company, that He 
might overrule it to His glory and to the advancement of 
His Kingdom. Brother Engle was received kindly by 
the gentleman, and his request was favorably considered, 
especially the suggestion of going to the Matopo Hills. He 
at once gave Brother Engle a letter to the British Charter 
Company, of Rhodesia, with the recommendation that we 
be given 3,000 acres of land in the Matopo Hills for a 
mission station. He added that "missionaries are better 
than policemen and cheaper." 
Every forward step only served to confirm us in the 
decision on the steamer that Matabeleland, which is a 
part of Rhodesia, was the Lord's place for opening up His 
work in Africa. The fact that the railroad had just shortly 
before been completed that far, thus making it easier 
of access; the advice of those on the steamer who were 
familiar with the country; the advice of the spiritually-
minded friends met at Cape Town, and the encourage-
ment given by him, the "Empire Builder," who perhaps 
more than anyone else had the welfare of the country 
at heart and whose name, Rhodesia, the country bore, 
together with the conviction of the missionaries themselves, 
all served to set at rest any further question as to location 
that might arise. 
EVERY WIFE — Continued from page nine 
on the part of the wife." "Without a word" does not mean 
she is never to speak to him, it simply means she is not 
to nag him. 
What is nagging? Frequently it is a wife's subtle at-
tempt to take over the reins without really appearing 
to do so—under the guise of concern for some worthwhile 
purpose. 
Nagging does one of two things to men: either the man 
becomes stubborn and obstinate, or he forms a habit of 
giving in to keep the peace. If his reaction is one of 
stubbornness it is because he feels his masculinity has been 
challenged; his God-given responsibility for leadership 
has been threatened. Perhaps very few husbands will 
actually analyze it this way for this is often a subconscious 
reaction. But such stubbornness is a sign that a man is 
fighting to retain his leadership, even to the point of 
ridiculous obstinancy. 
Now Peter moves from the duty of a wife to the beauty 
of a woman: "Let not yours be the outward adorning with 
braiding of hair, decoration of gold, and wearing of robes, 
but let it be the hidden person of the heart with the 
imperishable jewel of a gentle and quiet spirit, which in 
God's sight is very precious" (I Peter 4:3,4, Revised 
Standard Version. 
For women, this is one of the important passages in 
the New Testament. Peter here puts his finger on the 
unique contribution which woman can make to humanity. 
It is the glory of beauty. Visit a bachelor's apartment and 
you are likely to find dirty dishes in the sink and clothes 
lying around the floor. Even if the apartment is in order 
it has a pragmatic air. Things are there only because they 
are of use. 
Every woman wants to be beautiful—the billion-dollar 
cosmetic industry is testimony to that. And women are 
very sensitive on this subject. They know instinctively that 
this is the quality they are given the right and ability 
under God to contribute to life. Therefore, women feel hurt 
and resentful when men cast slurs upon the'r beauty. A 
man once described woman as a "rag, a bone, and a hank 
of hair." No wonder a woman, cut by such a description, 
retorted, "Then man is nothing but a brag, a groan, and 
a tank of air." 
Every woman needs to know that the beauty she is 
expected to contribute to life must be at all levels, not the 
physical only. This is why Peter says, "Let not yours be the 
outward adorning with braiding of the hair, decoration of 
gold, and wearing of robes (that is the physical level of 
beauty), but let it be the hidden person of the heart with 
the imperishable jewel of a gentle and quiet spirit, which 
in God's sight (and man's) is very precious." (I Peter 
3:3,4, Revised Standard Version.) 
Woman is to be more than physically attractive. Her 
real power does not lie in seductiveness or coquetry: it 
lies in her inner beauty. A great contribution which women 
can make to mankind is beauty of spirit. Men may have 
this, but they cannot inculcate it in others like a woman 
can. Looking at this world with its sham and emptiness, 
its glittering facades and hollow lives, do you know 
anything that is in such short supply as beauty of spirit? 
What a challenge to women in every age. So vital a matter 
is this and so uniquely is this woman's role, that even 
secular writers are calling women to follow it. 
Note: This article may be obtained in its entirety from the 
Narramore Christian Foundation, Rosemead, Calif. 91770 
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MESSIAH COLLEGE 
Buildings and Grounds Appointments 
Jonas Stoltzfus from Columbia, Pennsylvania, 
has been appointed Acting Superintendent of 
Buildings and Grounds. Mr. Stoltzfus is 
presently doing his I-W assignment on the 
maintenance staff at Messiah College. 
Ray D. Fohringer from the Cedar Springs 
congregation near Mill Hall, Pennsylvania, has 
been named an assistant to the Acting Su-
perintendent of Buildings and Grounds. Mr. 
Fohringer has operated his own contracting 
business for nearly twenty years. 
Hoover to Enter Doctoral Program 
Daniel L. Hoover, Instructor of English 
at Messiah College, has been accepted for 
graduate study in English at the Pennsylvania 
State University. He will begin a full-time 
program this fall. 
Before coming to Messiah College, Mr. 
Hoover served as pastor of the Brethren in 
Christ congregations at Beulah Chapel, Ken-
tucky, and Martinsburg, Pennsylvania. 
j 
Major Grants Received 
The College has recently been awarded 
$20,137 in Federal Grants. 
A $10,000 grant under Title III of the 
Higher Education Act of 1965 for the study 
of ways and means of enhancing colleges' 
services by cooperating with other colleges 
and universities has been received. 
In addition to the grant, the Library has 
been successful in winning three grants total-
ing $10,137 to be used for the purchasing of 
new books. 
Two others grants received for the Hall 
of Science are a $15,000 gift from the Kresge 
Foundation and a $10,000 anonymous gift. 
Amish Music Drama Launches Cultural Series 
"Men of One Master," a music drama of 
Amish life, directed by Bradley Smoker will 
be presented in the Alumni Auditorium on 
September 22, 1967, at 8:00 p.m. Admission 
is $1.50. This is the first feature in the 1967-
68 season. 
Music-Lecture Series season tickets can be 
purchased for $6.00. 
George Farah Named to Top Post 
The Reverend George Farah, former presi-
dent of Eastern Pilgrim College at Allentown, 
Pennsylvania, has been appointed Administra-
tive Assistant to the President. 
His duties will include recruitment, assign-
ing and correlation of staff personnel. He will 
serve as college liaison officer to government 
agencies, carry on institutional research and 
serve as representative of the President in 
buildings and grounds affairs. 
Reverend Farah holds degrees from Owosso 
and Pfieffer Colleges and is a minister of the 
Wesleyan Church. 
Fall Enrollment 
The Admissions Office reports that 135 
Freshmen are expected for the coming school 
year to begin September 11. A total enroll-
ment of 435 is expected. 
Homecoming 
Homecoming has been announced for the 
third weekend in October. Alumni will be 
receiving further announcements in the Col-
lege Bulletin. 
ATLANTIC CONFERENCE 
A wheel-chair for Mtshabezi Mission Hos-
pital, Rhodesia, Africa, was the project for 
the Annual Bible School of Shenks Union 
Church, Deodate, Pa. The school was held 
July 10-21 with an average attendance of 159. 
Rev. Raymond Rife, Jr., Harrisburg, served 
the Elizabethtown congregation, Pa., as in-
terim pastor during the four weeks Pastor 
Glenn A. Ginder studied at Asbury Seminary. 
In a vesper service Rev. R. G. Feather, repre-
senting the Pennsylvania Temperance League, 
gave a message entitled, "Youth and the 
Alcohol Problem." 
Bishop Ginder reports in the Atlantic Beacon 
the installation of the following pastors: 
Dale Allison was installed July 30 at Ref-
ton, Pennsylvania. 
Larry Steffee was installed August 20 at 
Llewellyn, Pa. 
John Bicksler began service August 6 at 
Maytown, Pa. 
Dr. Samuel Brubaker was guest of the Mt. 
Pleasant Sunday School, Pa., at their outing, 
Thursday, August 3. 
A new feature added to the church library 
of the Manor congregation, Pa., is the avail-
ability of current issues of leading Christian 
magazines. 
CANADIAN CONFERENCE 
The Prairie Messenger reports the following 
changes in pastoral assignments in Saskatche-
wan. Lome Lichty will transfer from Kinders-
ley to Delisle. Arthur Heise will assume the 
pastorate at Kindersley. 
Rev. Edward Gilmore was evangelist in a 
tent meeting, held in the Houghton Mission 
area, Ontario, July 16-30. These meetings were 
well attended and helpful to many persons. 
Outstanding was the salvation of a seventy-
four year old lady and an eighty-four year 
old man. Mrs. Gilmore spoke to the children 
on several nights; the highest number of 
children in attendance was thirty-nine. 
ALLEGHENY CONFERENCE 
The Green Grove Sunday School, Pa., fea-
tured their July 4 picnic as a farewell tribute 
to Pastor Bert E. Winger and family. A n 
appropriate gift was presented. They joined the 
Colyer congregation in welcoming Pastor 
Charles Melhorn to the Penn's Valley circuit 
on July 25. 
Missionary Erma Lehman spent the week 
of August 20-27 visiting the homes and con-
gregational activities of her sponsoring con-
gregation, Antrim, Pa. 
The Chambersburg congregation, Pa., re-
cently welcomed fifteen persons into church 
fellowship. Twenty-two persons received the 
rite of baptism. 
The Waynesboro congregation, Pa., com-
bined their Sunday school picnic with a wel-
come for Pastor Virgil Books and his family 
on August 26. The following day Bishop 
Byers conducted the pastoral installation 
service. 
To worship in the out-of-doors, the Christ's 
Crusaders of Air Hill congregation, Pa., spon-
sored a Mountain Top service on July 30. 
Eighty-nine persons witnessed ground 
breaking ceremonies for the addition of an 
educational building held Sunday evening, 
July 30, at Montgomery Church, Pa. Pastor 
Paul Z. Hess gave appropriate opening re-
marks, based on Nehemiah 4:6. Joseph Gish, 
oldest member of the congregation, turned 
the first shovel of sod. 
Building Committee members of Montgomery 
congregation, left to right: Rev. Paul Z. 
Hess, Guy Meyers, Chairman Raymond Eberly, 
Stine Hess, Joseph Gish, Eber Musser, and 
Olin Hess. 
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CENTRAL CONFERENCE 
Mrs. Phyllis Towner, a former Child Evan-
gelism Director, presented a series of lessons 
on Peter in the Summer Bible School of the 
Dayton church, Ohio. Erma Hoke served as 
chorister. Attendance averaged ninety-three, 
and the offering project sponsored supplying 
radio tapes for Japan. Other summer activities 
at Dayton church have included a Pioneer Girl 
Encampment when seven girls received badges 
and ranks and the observance of Peace Sun-
day, August 6. Ronald Herr was guest speaker, 
and a filmstrip, "This is Voluntary Service," 
was used. 
In the Central Star Bishop Ulery reports 
the following pastoral installations: 
DeWitt Engle at Cincinnati, Ohio, July 16 
Atlee Hershberger at Knifley Chapel, Ky., 
August 6 
Lloyd Melhorn, Jr., at Carland Zion, Mich., 
August 13 
James Engle at Valley Chapel, O., August 
20 
Lawrence Yoder, Elkhart Seminary student, 
was guest speaker in the Sunday evening 
service of the Sippo Valley church, Ohio, 
July 30. 
Rev. Clark Hock, Edgewater, Md., spoke 
in the Sunday morning worship of the Fair-
view congregation, Ohio, August 13. 
Sizfifa 
BOOK-Vaughn Eldon, born July 12, 1967, 
to Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Book, Upland con-
gregation, California. 
BYEBS—Gary Douglas, born July 3, 1967, 
to Mr. and Mrs. Ethelbert Byers, Chambers-
burg congregation, Pa. 
CARBAUGH—Kenneth Allen, born July 23, 
1967, to Mr. and Mrs. Amos Carbaugh, Mont-
gomery congregation, Pa. 
KANAGY—Cynthia Kay, born May 10, 1967, 
to Mr. and Mrs. Leon J. Kanagy, Fellowship 
Chapel, Bronx, New York. 
STEAGEB—Dorine Rana, born June 13, 1967, 
to Mr. and Mrs. Glen Steager, Mechanicsburg 
congregation, Pa. 
Rev. and Mrs. Andrew Slagenweit were 
honored by open house at Highland Church, 
West Milton, Ohio, Sunday afternoon, June 
18, in celebration of their twenty-fifth wed-
ding anniversary. They were married June 
18, 1942, at Thomas, Oklahoma, by the father 
of the bride, Rev. P. B. Friesen. Their four 
daughters; Dorcas, Carol, Marilyn, and Mary 
Alice were present for the anniversary cele-
bration. 
Rev. Slagenweit has been pastor of the 
Highland Church since October 1956. He 
previously served the Saxton and Martinsburg 
churches in Pennsylvania. 
Stanley Hoke spoke about his experiences 
in Haiti to the Christian Union congregation, 
Ind., Sunday evening, August 13. 
PACIFIC CONFERENCE 
Address for Bishop Arthur Climenhaga: 691 
Ukiah Way, Upland, California, 91786. Phone: 
714-982-6949 
Members of the Upland congregation, 
Calif., were hosts to a group of young Japanese 
tourists, July 25-28. 
REVIVAL SERVICES 
Jack Jarrett, tent meeting near East Berlin, 
Pa., August 20-September 3; Tent meeting 
at Saxton, Pa., August 20-September 3; Wil-
liam Tillis at Blairs Mills, Pa., September 10-17; 
Ray Curry at Montgomery, Pa., September 
10-20; Carl Ulery at Union Grove, Indiana, 
October 4-15. 
ARMSTBONG-HEISEY—Miss Carol Jane Heisey, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Z. Heisey, 
Hershey, Pennsylvania, and Claud R. Arm-
strong, son of Mr. and Mrs. John H. Arm-
strong, Oakdale, California, were united in 
marriage in Shenks Union Church, Deodate, 
Pennsylvania, July 29, 1967, by Pastor John 
Fries. 
HICKS-DIEHL—Miss Kathy Diehl, daughter 
of Mrs. Nellie Diehl, Springfield, Ohio, and 
Mr. Lester Hicks, son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert 
Hicks, Dayton, Ohio, were united in marriage 
in the Dayton Brethren in Christ Church, 
July 8, 1967. Pastor Clarence Brubaker per-
formed the ceremony. 
LAWSON-REMAGEN—Miss Gloria Jean Rema-
gen, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clinton A. 
Remagen, Madison, Tennessee, and Mr. Robert 
Michael Lawson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph 
Lawson, Baltimore, Maryland, were united in 
marriage August 5, 1987. The ceremony was 
performed in the Marlyn Avenue Brethren in 
Christ Church, Baltimore, by Pastor W. 
Rupert Turman. 
POE-HEBR—Miss Eleanor Louise Herr, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Amor R. Herr, Troy, 
Ohio, became the bride of Mr. Marshall S. 
Poe, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Poe, Cham-
bersburg, Pa., June 10, 1967, in the Brethren 
in Christ Church, Pleasant Hill, Ohio. The 
ceremony was performed by Pastor William 
R. Hoke. 
SNYDER-TWIGG—Miss Barbara Twigg, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. William Twigg, Me-
chanicsburg, Pa., became the bride of Mr. 
Leonard P. Snyder, son of the late Paul L. 
Snyder and Mrs. Romaine Snyder, Mechanics-
burg, July 16, 1967. The ceremony was per-
formed by Pastor Simon Lehman, Jr., in the 
Mechanicsburg Brethren in Christ Church. 
VANNATTEB-NOELS — Miss Dorothy Noels, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Murray Noels, 
London, Ontario, and Mr. Dean Vannatter, 
son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Vannatter, Frog-
more, Ontario, were united in marriage July 
8, 1967. The ceremony was performed in the 
Frogmore Brethren in Christ Church by Pas-
tor Alonza Vannatter. 
&6ctmi/mi 
BOOK—John Mellinger Book was born near 
Hope, Kansas, November 9, 1896, and passed 
away suddenly in Upland, California, July 26, 
1967. He married Delilah E. Haldeman in 
1920, and at the age of 33, he and his wife 
were converted in a revival meeting at Rose-
bank, Kansas. They became devoted members 
of the Brethren in Christ Church. In 1936 
they moved to Upland, California. 
He served in various capacities as a servant 
of the church. He was Sunday school superin-
tendent, but most of his church life was given 
to Sunday school teaching. His last class ses-
sion, only four days before his death, will 
long be remembered by those who shared it 
because of the fervency of spirit with which 
he taught. He served for twenty-two years as 
a deacon. He was a member of the Upland 
College Board of Trustees for ten years. He 
was a member of the National Board for 
Schools and Colleges. 
John Book was a student of prophecy. His 
concern was that the faith once delivered unto 
the saints be kept alive among us. In the 
absence of the pastor for General Conference 
he gave a Sunday evening message on "Blue 
Print for Apostasy." Almost his last words to 
the congregation were, "Don't go to sleep!" 
He is survived by his wife; two sons: 
Wayne, Ontario, Calif.; and Doyle, missionary 
in Nagato, Japan; his step-mother: Mrs. Adam 
Book, Upland. Five grandchildren, two great-
grandchildren, three sisters and three brothers 
also survive. 
The funeral service was held in the Upland 
Brethren in Christ Church, in charge of Pastor 
Elbert N. Smith, assisted by Rev. C. Ray 
Heisey. Interment was in the Bellevue Mauso-
leum, Ontario, Calif. 
CABLEGRAM from Doyle Book family: 
"Blessed is he because he washed his robes. 
He has right to the tree of life, and has entered 
through the gates into the city." Rev. 22:14 
' IN LOVING MEMORY OF DADDY 
By Doyle Book 
Dear Mother, 
If I were with you right now, we would 
rejoice together in the precious love and per-
fect will of the Lord Jesus. We would say, 
"Glory to the name of the Lamb of God for 
opening the gates of heaven for Daddy today!" 
Yes, we would probably cry together, too, 
because memories of one much loved express 
themselves in this way when he suddenly 
leaves us. 
But today, I see anew the glory of Jesus. 
And I find my heart saying, "Thank you, for 
what has happened today, dear God." For 
redemption is complete for Daddy, and eternal 
life is now known in its perfection. 
Is it significant that these thoughts began 
stirring in me in a new way just last night? 
It was in a little cottage prayer meeting that 
I was impressed to turn to the last chapter in 
the Bible, Revelation 22, while one of our 
Christian young ladies was sharing the wonder 
of Matthew 24—the Second Coming of the 
Lord. 
And the most wonderful thing—through the 
precious, clear leading of the Holy Spirit, we 
shared the living Lord Jesus with her mother, 
Mrs. Hamano, whose heart was made hungry 
right there. She accepted Christ for the first 
time in her life of 50 years. 
Revelation 22:20 had just thrilled my being 
with the words, "Amen. Even so, come, Lord 
Jesus." Shortly after that Mrs. Hamano re-
ceived the Christ of eternal life. And then, in 
just three hours, Daddy was called into the 
reality of complete redemption. It happened 
while we were asleep here. 
After Wayne's call this morning at 5:00 
o'clock, I thought of these things I have just 
jotted down. And suddenly, I knew that 
Daddy too has a part in Mrs. Hamano's salva-
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tion. For it is he, with you, who has so 
gladly sent us to Japan and has urged us to 
bear faithful witness to Jesus and to the New 
Testament power of the Holy Spirit. 
I thank the Lord for this special touch of 
blessing on my spirit at this time. 
We rejoice in precious memories of a won-
derful Dad. 
I have never seen him act or speak in anger 
or impatience. I have never seen him without 
strength and quietness at times of pressure. 
I have never heard him utter an unkind word. 
I do see him as an exemplary father, as 
a man deeply devoted to study of the Word 
of God, and as one who died while still 
praying that all the power, signs, and mani-
festations of the New Testament Holy Spirit 
might be seen in His Church today, as they 
ought to be! 
You will be glad to know that Stephanie 
prayed for Grandma this morning. The girls 
awoke at six, and we got Grandpa's picture, 
showed it to them, and told them that he 
went to be with Jesus in heaven. After sug-
gesting that we might pray for Grandma, 
Stephanie volunteered, "Dear Jesus, please 
help Grandma not to be too lonely." Yes! W e 
all share in this prayer. 
In the last words of the Revelation of the 
Book of Life, "The grace of our Lord Jesus 
Christ be with you all." 
Loving you very much, 
Doyle, with Thelma, Chari, and 
Stephanie 
COMFORT—Margaret Lillian Comfort, in her 
sixty-second year, passed away at Memorial 
Hospital, Dunnville, Ontario, July 7, 1967. 
She was united in marriage to George Tucker, 
Wainfleet, in 1928; he predeceased her in 
1953. She was a faithful member of the 
Wainfleet Brethren in Christ Church. She 
was married to Paul Comfort, St. Ann's, 
Ontario, in 1957, and thereafter served as 
deacon's wife in the Boyle congregation. 
Besides her husband, she is survived by 
one son: Ronald Tucker, Wainfleet; two 
stepsons: George Comfort, Fenwick; and 
David Comfort, St. Ann's; two stepdaughters: 
Mrs. Elizabeth Raeman, Stevensville; and Mrs. 
Rhoda Wills, Wainfleet. Three grandchildren, 
seven step-grandchildren, one sister and one 
brother also survive. 
The funeral was held in the Boyle Brethren 
in Christ Church. Pastor Andrew McNiven 
was assisted by Rev. Edward Gilmore, Wain-
fleet. Interment was in Zion Cemetery, Wain-
fleet. 
LENHERT—Anna Mae Hawk Lenhert was 
born in Abilene, Kansas, February 21, 1896, 
and passed away in Upland, Calif., after a 
lingering illness July 24, 1967. At the age of 
twelve she accepted Christ as Saviour, was 
baptized and united with the Brethren in 
Christ Church. She was married to Cyrus 
Lenhert in 1920, and they moved to Upland, 
California, in 1936. 
She is survived by her husband; two daugh-
ters: Dorothy Irene Raymer, Riverside: and 
Verna Mae LeGrand, Ontario; and two sons: 
Raymond H., Escondido; and Gerald C , On-
tario. Twelve grandchildren and one brother 
also survive. 
The funeral service was in charge of Pastor 
Elbert N. Smith. Interment was in the Bellevue 
Mausoleum, Ontario, California. 
SNYDER—Paul L. Snyder, Mechanicsburg, 
Pa., died on July 4, 1967, at the Harrisburg 
Hospital. He was a member of the Mechanics-
burg Brethren in Christ Church. 
He is survived by his wife, Romaine* E. 
Snyder; two sons: Leonard P. and Daniel L., 
both at home; and his father, Frank J. Snyder, 
Galeton, Pa. 
The funeral service was held in the Me-
chanicsburg Brethren in Christ Church, Pastor 
Simon Lehman, Jr., and Rev. Murray Lehman 
officiating. Interment was in Blain Cemetery, 
Blain, Pa. 
WENGER—Mrs. Fannie H. Wenger, age 73, 
died at the Chambersburg Hospital, Ghambers-
burg, Pa., after a one month illness. She was 
a member of the Montgomery Brethren in 
Christ Church. 
She is survived by her husband, Elmer M. 
Wenger; two sons: Ezra B. and Arthur; and 
one daughter, Mrs. Harold Hess. Thirteen 
grandchildren, two great-grandchildren and 
one sister also survive. 
The funeral service was held in the Mont-
gomery Brethren in Christ Church, Rev. 
Charles Rife and Pastor Paul Hess officiating. 
Burial was in the cemetery adjoining the 
church. 
Afw/s/tmtA 
New Agency Helps Gather 
Fruit of Radio Ministries 
After nearly 20 years of missionary radio 
outreach in Asia, the pioneering Far East 
Broadcasting Company has formed an agency 
devoted to open-air evangelism in countries 
its transmitters have served. 
The mobile gospel team will serve in the 
population centers of the Philippines and 
other large metropolitan areas of Asia. 
In August the team will be ministering to 
churches in the major cities of Indonesia on 
invitation of the Christian and Missionary 
Alliance church there. 
Hearings Reveal Hunger in America 
"Shocking!" "A national emergency!" 
Chairman Joseph S. Clark (D., Pa.) of the 
Senate Subcommittee on Employment, Man-
power and Poverty used these words to de-
scribe the plight of hungry Americans in 
making his observations as he opened hearings 
on the problem of hunger in America. 
The subcommittee heard reports of malnu-
trition, disease and inadequate medical fa-
cilities among the poor in several states. One 
witness, a physician, said that the situation 
in many areas was so critical that an emer-
gency program of health education is needed. 
He recommended that churches be used for 
this. 
Anti-Conversion Bill Rejected by India 
India rejected demands, made in the na-
tional Parliament, for legislation to "channel" 
funds of foreign Christian missions in this 
country through government agencies, and to 
ban conversions of tribesmen and other 
Indians under 21 . 
Vidya Charan Shukla, Minister of State for 
Home Affairs, told the House that the govern-
ment already has instituted checks to prevent 
misuse of mission funds abroad. 
Scroll Will Be Exhibited At Fair 
The 2,000-year-old Habakkuk, one of the 
seven Dead Sea scrolls is the oldest exhibit at 
the Expo '67 World's Fair in Montreal, 
Quebec. 
The scroll, at the Israeli Pavilion, is the 
Commentary of Habakkuk, a minor prophet, 
which appears in the Old Testament. It was 
discovered in 1947. 
Measuring five and one-half inches wide by 
four and one-half feet long, the scroll is made 
from strips of leather parchment sewn to-
gether with flaxen thread. It will be displayed 
in a specially-constructed case in the entrance 
Hall of the Israel Pavilion. 
Methodists Seek Repair of 
Wesley Historic Chapel 
Anxiety about the condition of the roof 
of Wesley's Chapel in London—Mother Church 
of the worldwide Methodist community was 
expressed in a report presented to the 1967 
representative session of the British Methodist 
Conference. 
The report, by the committee responsible for 
the City Road Circuit in which the historic 
chapel stands, also said the organ is needing 
repair. 
Archaeologists Find Ancient City Near Crete 
A 3,500-year-old city has been found on a 
tiny island north of Crete, according to a 
team of Greek and American archaeologists 
who made the discovery. 
The site is Thera, where the scientists 
found buildings intact, jars that still hold oil 
and other artifacts preserved in volcanic ash 
and pumice. 
Discovery of this settlement adds credence to 
the theory that Thera was at that time the 
site of fabled "lost" Atlantis. 
Three-Week Visit to U.S. 
Planned by Canterbury 
The Archbishop of Canterbury, Dr. Arthur 
Michael Ramsey, will arrive in New York 
Sept. 12 to begin a three-week visit that will 
carry him into all sections of the United States. 
Synod Approves New Luther Catechism 
A revised, new translation of Martin Luther's 
Small Catechism was endorsed for use by 
members and congregations of the Lutheran 
Church-Missouri Synod. 
The translation was prepared under the 
auspices of the Missouri Synod, the American 
Lutheran Church and the Lutheran Church 
in America. 
Delegates to the Regular Convention of the 
Missouri Synod, which approved the Cate-
chism, were told that the ALC and LCA had 
accepted the revised text on condition that 
the Missouri Synod also would adopt it. 
Work on the revision has been proceeding 
for several years. Some local districts of the 
Missouri Synod had urged in the past that it 
not be accepted. 
Evangelical Activities Restricted in 
Greece, Clergyman Says 
The crisis in the Middle East is drawing 
international attention away from the serious 
threat to democracy in Greece following the 
take-over there by the military junta, accord-
ing to a Protestant clergyman who visited 
there recently. 
The minister, who asked that his name be 
withheld to protect his contacts, said that 
"the situation in Greece is much more serious 
than many people realize. The totally mis-
conceived notion among uninformed people 
is that the military putschists saved Greece 
from Communism." 
The coup d'etat last April 21, he said, was 
"inspired by a few low-ranking officers, with 
the absolute sanction of the King . . . It is 
motivated by ultra-nationalism, reminiscent of 
that of Mussolini's and Hitler's, of which the 
sole purpose is to exaggerate nationalistic 
sentiments and keep the Greek Orthodox 
Church as a powerful symbol of Grecianism." 
Only Denmark, the report said, has raised 
a voice of protest. "Only individuals from the 
U. S. have raised a voice of protest to date. 
It needs to come from official quarters," the 
report continued. 
Spanish Protestants Formally 
Protest Religious Inequality 
A representative of Spain's Protestant com-
munity has formally notified a newly-estab-
lished government agency of Protestant reser-
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vations concerning Spain's new religious 
freedom law. 
One provision which Protestants reportedly 
find particularly objectionable is the require-
ment that their Churches, unlike the Roman 
Catholic Church, must apply for government 
registration on the same basis as secular 
organizations. 
U. S. Gun Control World's Weakest 
If a gun control bill currently in a Senate 
subcommittee is enacted, it will still be the 
mildest law of its kind of any major industrial-
ized nation. 
The United States, of all major powers, is 
the only nation that lets nearly any citizen— 
from a child to a maniac—purchase a gun, if 
he has the money. 
Mail order convenience makes it possible 
to buy any weapon from a small pistol to a 
heavy machine gun or cannon—no questions 
asked. 
Other powers require stringent control over 
the sale and possession of firearms. Even hun-
ters in other lands usually must be licensed 
and be known in the community as hunters. 
Fuller Foundation Beams Bible Reading 
Broadcasts to Indonesia, Latin America 
A 15-minute broadcast presenting only ths 
reading of selected Scripture passages spon-
sored by the Fuller Evangelistic Foundation 
reaches a potential audience of nearly 400 
million people each week in Indonesia and 
Latin America. 
Called "Search for Truth," the program is 
broadcast through the facilities of the Far 
East Broadcasting Company in Manila, Philip-
pines and in Belmont, Calif. 
Survey Shows Median Salary 
Of Ministers Is $5,914 
Salaries paid U.S. Protestant ministers have 
improved slightly since 1962, according to a 
survey sponsored by the Ministers Lite and 
Casualty Union, Minneapolis-based insurance 
firm. 
The survey found that the median annual 
salary for all ministers, excluding parsonage 
allowance, was $5,914, an increase of $885 
over the past five years. 
"Demands on time" was still listed as the 
No. 1 practical problem of the clergymen. 
They feel that much more time needs to be 
spent in study and prayer, in preparation for 
church services, in youth work, in visiting ths 
sick and in counseling. 
Half the respondents feel that less tims 
should be spent in administration and one-
fourth feel that they- should devote less time 
to church finances. 
Ministers' wives, asked to enumerate their 
three major problems, listed them as "money 
problems," "excessive demands for responsi-
bilities in the church" and "too many meet-
ings." 
These were closely followed by "absence 
of husband," "not enough family time" and 
"need for family privacy." 
The survey was conducted by Mid-Con-
tinent Surveys, Inc., and was based on 1,833 
questionnaires received from a cross-section 
of American clergy. 
Freethinker Tells President: 
'Prayers are Wasted Words' 
The leader of the Freethinkers of America 
has told President Johnson that "prayers are 
wasted words." 
Joseph Lewis sent this wire to the White 
House following the President's appeal for 
a day of prayer to bring "order and reconcilia-
tion" to the nation's riot-torn cities: 
"Prayers are wasted words on the desert 
air. No prayer since time immemorial has ever 
(16) 
been answered. The great Robert G. Ingersoll 
said: 'Hands that help are better by far than 
lips that pray.' W e also object to the dating 
of your proclamation 'in the year of Our 
Lord . . . ' as utterly anachronistic. Liberty, 
justice and equality of all men before the 
law' was first proclaimed to the world on 
July 4, 1776 and the Lord was not present 
on that date. It was purely a secular declara-
tion." 
Well Digging Project in India 
Proves Successful 
Perhaps one of the most significant emer-
gency relief projects MCC is helping with in 
India is the well digging project. To date, 75 
wells have been dug. Of these 75 wells, only 
one is not producing a good supply of water. 
"The building of these wells not only 
provided a means of substance for the Indians, 
but it also provided something of lasting 
value and a reminder of our concern for them 
during these hard times," says Vernon Reimer, 
MCC director in India. 
These wells, dug under the food for work 
plan, are located in Bihar, one of the hardest 
hit areas during the prolonged drought in 
India. This program provides food and some 
money for the workers. Each participant is 
paid in food for five days of work and receives 
money for the sixth day. 
Many of the villagers cannot remember hav-
ing any wells before these had been dug. They 
had to rely on springs and ponds. When these 
sources of water dried up, the villagers had 
to walk long distances for water or move. 
Hymn Writing Contest Announced by NHA 
A hymn writing contest has been announced 
by the National Holiness Association as part 
of its Centennial Year program. The purpose 
of this contest is to develop a new hymn 
that would embody the challenge of the 
doctrine of entire sanctification. 
The lyrics should have three or four stanzas 
set to standard hymn meter. The goal of the 
writer should be not only for good poetry 
but to relate to the 20th century. 
It is hoped that a new tune will be de-
veloped but poetry set to the music of one 
of the great hymn tunes, easily sung by any 
congregation, will be acceptable. 
The writer of the hymn selected by the 
contest committee will be introduced at the 
Centennial Convention of the National Holi-
ness Association which will be held in Cleve-
land, Ohio, in April 1968. 
Deadline for entries in the contest is Janu-
ary 30, 1968. 
To Build Christian Radio Station 
At 'North Pole' 
A radio station devoted solely to the propa-
gation of the gospel of Jesus Christ will be 
erected at North Pole, Alaska, a little town 
near Fairbanks, to serve a quarter million 
people in the far north of the 49th state. 
Financial support for the station with the 
call letters KJNP will be supplied in part 
by several world-wide religious broadcasters. 
900 Quaker Delegates Gather 
At Fourth World Conference 
"A sense of personal renewal—as if God has 
pressed the signet of eternity upon this fleet-
ing moment of your life" was urged for the 
900 appointed and 600 unofficial delegates at 
the Fourth Friends World Conference (Quak-
ers) meeting at Guilford College near Greens-
boro, N. C. 
Lewis E. Waddilove of York, England, pre-
siding clerk of the Conference, made the 
charge to Quakers representing 38 nations. 
The meeting here is the fourth such oc-
casion in the 300 years of Quaker history. 
Former World Conferences were held in 
London in 1920, in Swarthmore, Pa., in 1937, 
and in Oxford, England, in 1952. 
Gideons' Distribution Set Record in 1967 
More than 5 million Bibles and New Testa-
ments were distributed throughout the world 
during the last year by Gideons International, 
according to a report submitted to the organi-
zation's convention in Miami Beach, Florida. 
M. A. Henderson, executive director of the 
68-year-old association composed primarily of 
Protestant laymen, said the total was a record 
high. 
Bishop Sheen Endorses Masses in the Home 
Celebration of evening Mass on weekdays in 
private homes was authorized by Bishop Ful-
ton J. Sheen of Rochester in a pastoral letter 
to 400 diocesan parish priests. 
The pastoral letter warned against making 
a house Mass "an occasion for novelty," and 
made it clear that home Masses would not 
detract or replace Simday Masses in Church. 
Church Journals Face Tax Advertising 
Publishers of church-related and other non-
profit magazines may be in for an even 
tighter financial squeeze if two separate gov-
ernment proposals pertaining to advertising 
are carried out. 
The House Post Office subcommittee, on 
one front, has voted a raise in postal rates on 
the advertising volume of such magazines. 
On another front, the Internal Revenue 
Service has contended that it has the right 
to demand that the profits such magazines 
make on advertising be taxed, even though the 
magazine itself and the organization publish-
ing it would retain non-profit status. 
These proposals come on the heels of a 
Post Office Department request that would 
hike the mail cost to some types of non-
profit publications by as much as 52 per cent. 
Added to this, the requirement that all 
mailing lists be Zip-coded, placing heavy fi-
nancial burden on the publishers, has many 
in the religious publications field fearful for 
the future of their publications. 
Evangelist Would Tour USSR 
'If God Opens the Door' 
Evangelist Billy Graham, back from his 
first crusade in a Communist country, said 
he will tour the Soviet Union "if God opens 
the door." 
Mr. Graham said his recent weekend pro-
grams in Yugoslavia were the "most moving 
services I ever conducted." 
The evangelist said his two rallies in Zagreb, 
Yugoslavia, were "the first open-air meetings 
of Christians" there since World War II. 
"It was a sight to behold," Mr. Graham 
said, "the Protestants, the Orthodox, the Ro-
man Catholics all worshipping together." 
